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EHA-COVER GRATINGS
EHA cover gratings are slip resistant, rollable, hygienic,
fungicifdal, and easy to handle. They are available in all
heights between 20 and 35 mm.

www.eha.de

Available in the following colors:

EHA cover gratings are suitable for round and rectagular
overflow channel. The available colors can be combined as
desired.

EHA cover gratings extending parallelly to the pool edge
enable water to run off easily. The fungicidal treatment
brings about a certified antibacterial effect over a long period
of time.

Areas of use:

Covering overflow gutters and
ducts, can be used in
swimming pools, leisure pools,
spas, and seawater pools,
suitable for all pool shapes.

More technical data you find here.

https://www.eha.de/en/home
https://www.eha.de/en/product/eha-cover-gratings/cat/1


EHA-WET ROOM MATS
EHA wet room mats are hygienic, slip resistant,
and fungicidal.
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Available in the following colors:

EHA wet room mats are treated so as to be fungicidal and
bactericidal and therefore do not allow bacteria and fungi to
develop.

The mats allow water to drain on all sides and additionally
are provided with a special anti-skid back profile which
warrants optimum floor contact.

Areas of use:

Swimming pools, therapeutic
bath, changing rooms, saunas,
health and resort facilities,
hospitals etc.

More technical data you find here.

https://www.eha.de/en/home
https://www.eha.de/en/product/eha-wet-rooms-mats/cat/1


EHA-STANDARD MATS
EHA standard mats have anti-skid properties, are 
hygienic and rollable.
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Available in the following colors:

The EHA standard mat is slip resistant and hygienic because
is non-porous material does not allow germs to grow.

EHA standard mats are soft, elastic, and slip resistant and
they are also perfectly suitable as ergonomic mats for
workplaces.

Areas of use:

Swimming pools, therapeutic
baths, changing rooms, health
and resort facilities, hospitals,
restrooms, workplaces etc.

More technical data you find here.

https://www.eha.de/en/home
https://www.eha.de/en/product/eha-matten-standard/cat/1


EHA-MANUPLAST BATH GRATINGS
EHA – ManuPlast bath gratings are safe,
rollable, and slip resistant.
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Available in the following colors:

EHA ManuPlast bath gratings are made of durable, pore-
free, impact resistant high-grade unplasticized PVC. The top
profiles are arranged across the walking direction.

Safety profiles prevent slips and make sure pools, baths or
saunas can be safely enjoyed. EHA ManuPlast bath gratings
allow water to drain all sides and thanks to their high
deadweight they rest firmly on the floor (no floating).

Areas of use:

Swimming pools, therapeutic
baths, changing rooms, saunas,
health and resort facilities,
hospitals etc.

More technical data you find here.

https://www.eha.de/en/home
https://www.eha.de/en/product/eha-manuplast-bath-gratings/cat/1


EHA-PVC FREE MATS
PVC-free EHA mats are slip resistant, highly elastic,
they are hygienic, rollable, high-temperature resistant,
flexible at low temperatures, weatherproof, UV
resistant and can be completely recycled.
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Available in the following colors:

The new PVC-free EHA mats made of Themolast ® set new
standards in the field of flooring mats for use in wet areas.
Thanks to their high temperature resistance as well as
pleasant and warm haptic features these PVC-free EHA mats
are the first-choice product also for use in saunas. The mats
are robust, hygienic, and cleaned using customary cleaning
methods; since they are highly elastic they can be easily
handled.

Areas of use:

Swimming pools, therapeutic
baths, changing rooms, saunas,
health and resort facilities,
hospitals etc.

More technical data you find here.

blue                 ivory               grey                brown

https://www.eha.de/en/home
https://www.eha.de/en/product/eha-thermolast-k-pvc-free-mats/cat/1


Examples:

EHA-SIGNS
EHA signs are made of a special acrylic material and are
UV-resistant.

www.eha.de

Available in the following colors:

EHA signs have a material thickness of 1.6 mm and a
temperature-resistant up to 80 ° Celsius.

They are suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Available standard sizes are 400 x 100, 600 x 100 and
200x200mm. Other sizes are possible on request.

ENTRANCE

Other colors possible on request.
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DANGER

NO DIVING POOL RULES NO RUNNING

NO ENTRY FIRST AID

https://www.eha.de/en/home


CONTACT

www.eha.de

Ewald Hildebrandt GmbH & Co. KG
Feldstr. 30
44867 Bochum

+49 (0) 2327/ 99 17 0
kontakt@eha.de

https://www.eha.de/en/home

